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INTRODUCTION 

Bridges are significant, visible structures in our environment. Bridges have 
traditionally been beautiful, often even works of constructive art and highlights 
of the environment, in which the applicability of the material and structure has 
created harmonious proportions and a beautiful vigorous form. 

As tratfic increases it has become necessary to place ramps, turning lanes 
and traffic control devices in connection with bridges. The design of these is 
strictly governed by functional needs. However, with respect to their size and 
significance, bridges are always an important parI of the total environmental 
scene. Therefore, the designer must have a clear picture of the criteria set by 
the environment when designing the form and style of a bridge. 

The aim of this publication i5 10 draw attention to the important position of 
flyovers in the overail scene of the constructed environment,and to encourage 
designers to investigate and develope the possibilities of different design 
styles to improve the appearance of bridges. 

The publication is a continuation of the previously published Road 
Administration's (FinnRA) guidelines Bridges and the Environment" (TVH 
723443) and 'Bridge Environment Design' (TIEL 703451). 

This publication deals with various viewpoints which influence the aesthetic 
impressions of flyovers and underpasses as well as methods of shaping and 
finishing of bridges. Beautiful bridges which harmonize with their environment 
are presented. The technical properties of the solutions are not covered. 

The publication has been prepared as a consultancy project by LT-Konsultit 
Oy. The work has been supervised by a committee chaired by 011e Karola, 
M.Sc., Chief Engineer, with members Matti Kuusivaara, M.Sc., Kristina 
Olander-Salmi, B.Sc., and Antti Rämet, M.Sc., from FinnRNBridge 
Engineering, Liisa Ilveskorpi, Interior Architect, and Man Siikonen, Designer, 
from consultants LT-Konsultit Oy and Matti Piispanen, M.Sc., from bridge 
design consultants Y-Suunnittelu Oy. Ulla-Kirsti Junttila, Industrial Designer, 
from the Helsinki City Public Works Department has participated in the 
supervisory work as an expert on design. The layout of the publication has 
been designed by Yrjö Klippi, Graphic Designer. 

Helsinki, June 1993 

Bridge Engineering 
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Picture 1. 
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Everyone has an inborn desire for beauty. Properties which are experienced 
aesthetic in our environment are also tied to values which have developed in 
the course of history, agreement about the concept of beauty. This ss pictured 
by the architectural and artistic styles of different periods where accepted 
rules form certain style criteria. There is no absoiute value, no permanent 
universal standard, since criteria at different times may vary greatiy. The old 
style buitdings are an example of this - they may be condemned to demolition 

FLYOVERS AS 	and a moment later be esteemed and protected. 

A PART OF THE 	An aesthetic experience is not necessarily merely pieasant. The large and 
ENVIRONMENT- 	massive size of an object may, for example, be experienced as oppressive or 

AL SCENE 	handsome. Ugliness may also cause a desired effect. When man experiences 
a bridge as pari of the environmental scene, he is often in motion himself. 
Hence, man experiences the environment as the sum of many sensations 
induced by the sights of a series of manmade structures and open spaces 
which need not even be located in the same spatial entity. Experiencing also 
usually takes place quickly creating an image in mmd. Individual detalis are 
not remembered precisely but the visual effect is obtained from proportions, 
lightness or heaviness and the main features of form. When man moves 
slowly a bridge becomes a stationary object for observation. 

Experiencing a bridge as aesthetically pleasing may also be adversely 
affected by functional imbalance - moving in the vicinity of a heavily trafticked 
road is experienced as unpleasant although the environment itself might be 
beautiful. 

Since optimization of costs is emphasized in ali types of construction work, the 
aesthetic goal for a bridge structure might also be given only secondary 
status. Attitudes are changing, however, and the aesthetic quaiity of the 
environment is being increasingly appreciated. Cooperation between bridge 
designer and architect has proven necessary and successfui in the design of 
bridges located mn a significant environment - cooperation in the supervision of 
the finishing work is also important. 

However, a bridge is more than just a pari of a road, more than an aid to 
crossing an obstacle. A bridge has traditionally had significance as a meeting 
place and landmark. A bridge 5 normally given a name and social status. It 
may also be an entry spot. 

In his book "BrQcken" Frftz Leonhardt Iists aesthetic properties associated 
with bridges. Ideas based on Leonhardts theories are presented below. 

The functional needs must be fulfilied optimally. This gives a bridge a pure, 
clear and balanced look. The form of the structure must be in harmony with its 
material. The form is a consequence of the function of the structure. 

The demand for harmony between the components of a bridge is emphasized 
due to the strongly three-dimensional nature of the bridge structure. The 
harmony is influenced by the relative size of the components, the relationships 
between open and closed surfaces, between light and dark surfaces and their 
changes in varying conditions. Contrast may be an mnteresting way of creating 
visual effects. 
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Order is a part of beauty. The siplified lines of form and clear endings are 
identifying features of order. Symmetry is the ultimate form and effective 
means of order. Repetition and rhythm bring sensual satisfaction (as in music) 
but over-repetition creates monotony. Monotony may be broken by a differing 
form. 

The human eye also registers false forms. For example adjacent horizontal 
lines appear to get nearer to one another, and a long horizontal line appears 
to bend. Light and shade can surprise - the shadow of a beam is different to 
the shadow of an arch. Only three-dimensional investigation of the structure 
may result in better perception by the senses, thus making the model an 
effective tool for the designer. 

Siope (2.2) 

ParapetlRailing (2.4) 
	 Abutment wing wall (2.1) 

Downspout (2.6) 

End cross 
beam (2.1) 

- 

Stairs in the slope (2.6) 

Picture 2. Definitions. Numbers refer to chapter. 
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The structure and colour of surfaces give the structure a certain look. Natural 
materiais usually fit well into their own environment. The probiem in the use of 
concrete is that it is a rather monotonous material which often looks dirty as it 
gets old. 

The overali picture of a bridge is made up of parts which have a primarily 
statics-strength-bound relationship to each other. A successful design and 
combination of these parts create a harmonic entity. 

Luminaire (2.5) 

Edge beam/Fascia beam (2.2) 

Deck (2.1) 

____________________ 	j1] ____ _____ 	 Abutment (2.1) 

Siope in front of abutment (2.2) 

Intermediate support (2.1) 

Retainingwall(2.6) 
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A bridge is usually a significant structure in its environment. Bridges over water 
often form a visual node in the Iandscape and they dominate the scenery from 
many directions. Flyover bridges are rarely Iocated in such a dominating fashion. 
The visual effect of a bridge is created from the bypasser's perspective. Flyovers 
are normally observed from the underpassing road. This offers a narrow angle of 
vision. The bridge environment is seen more extensively from an overpassing road. 
The observation of the bridge form, proportions and individual details is dependent 
on the speed of the passer-by. The driver and passengers observe in different ways 
- the passenger has time to look at the individual details and the environment. 

If the underpassing road is used by vehicle traffic only, primarily the main lines are 
observed. The basic features of the form of a bridge are perceived by the 
approaching person from a distance. In this case it is important that the form of the 

Picture 3. A motorist perce/ves only the main features of the Iandscape 

Picture 4. When passing under a bridge the motorist only observes the main 
lines; under the span only an impression and the continuation of the road. 

Special features 
of flyovers 
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bridge and road alignment at the bridge site together create an optically guiding 
effect. The shape of the opening, relationship of height to width, is one of the most 
important factors creating harmony. 

The spatial impression induced by a bridge is strong. The simple nature of a bridge 
is created by the proportions and form of the opening. It may be closed or open, 
siender or heavy. 

There may be something visually striking in a bridge structure, provided it is easily 
observable at maximum permitted speed. Important appearance factors when 
driving under a bridge are the colour of the bridge, form of the piers, prof ile of the 
bridge, the fascia-beam, abutments and generally the relationship of the bridge to 
its immediate environment. 

If there is pedestrian and bicycle traffic on the underpassing road also,individual 
details will also be observed. Finishing of the structures appearance in surfaces, 
edges, joints and outer structures of the railing is important. The large surtace of the 
siope in front of the abutment stands out. 

The shape of the bridge and its structures as a pari of the optical guidance, the rai-
Iings, various furnishings and fiffings (Iights, signs, advertisements, cables) are im-
portant for a person passing over the bridge. If pedestrians waik over the bridge, the 
individual details are important. These include the railing details, biock paving, lumi-
naire fittings etc. The feeling when moving on the bridge varies greatly depending 
on whether the space is restricted by solid parapets or by see-through railings. 

The proportions of the opening, sufficient space with respect to length aro important 
in underpasses. A dark tunnel-like passage feels unsafe and unpleasant. Crossing 
a highway through an underpass should naturally be the best alternative. In 
underpasses traffic is on foot or bicycle, making individual details important. Good 
lighting in dark periods also increases a feeling of security and comfort. 

Bridges often form repeated series of the same type of environmental entities. In 
this way bridge locations make spaces rhythmic and give hints of the composition 
of the environment and the nature of the roads. 

Flyovers 

The typical flyover bridge is a continuous concrete slab or beam bridge. Expensive 
abutments are often replaced by column end supports, however, not when a sig-
nificantly long or skew bridge is in question. Intermediate piers are normally formed 
of two or more columns. Single column intermediate supports aro also used in 
ramp and skewed bridges. Minimization of span lengths does not necessarily gua-
rantee the most economic alternative. For example, at a motorway crossing it is 

Technucal SOlU 	worth considering a two-span solution in addition to a four-span bridge or a three- 
tions for bridge 	span bridge to achieve a spacious visual effect and avoid piers on the central 

structures 
In bridges for which very long span lengths aro required or at environmentally 
significant bridge sites other materials and solutions may be considered also. 
Various arch solutions, strut frame bridges or even cable-stayed bridges may be 
considered. In the design of steel bridges or element-structured concrete bridges, 
particular attention must be paid to the danger of collision. It is therefore vise to 
apply a greater vertical clearance than for other flyovers on the road. 
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Picture 5. A traditional bridge type is suitable for an undemanding Iandscape. 

i 	 -- 	 ____UI' 

__ \ 

	 ____ 
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- 	
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Picture 6. A two-span flyover gives a peacefu/ and harmonious impression. 



Box girder bridge 

Prefabricated bridge 

Narrow voided T-beam 
bridge 
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S/ab bridge 

Voided slab bridge 

00000 

T-beam bridge 

Picture 7. Cross-sections of flyover bridges (RIL 179, BRIDGES). 
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Picture 8. The curved bridge solution has Ieft the area below the bridge 
spacious,and the bridge itself with its siopes pleasantly frame the view. 

Footbridges 

The normal footbridge is a concrete girder bridge with intermediate supports 
formed by a single column. End supports normally consist of columns, and 
wing walis are fixed to the bridge superstructure. The narrow bridge is usually 
made straight even over a skew crossing. It is also economic to aim for long 
spans for footbridges by prestressing the bridge. 

For special sites the same solutions may be used as for flyovers. It is easy to 
apply more elegant solutions in the design of footbridges than for flyovers. 
Smaller Ioadings, freer geometry and the knowledge that special structures in 
footbridges are not unreasonably expensive, give the designer more freedom. 
For footbridges, it is possible to use overhead structures since the bridges are 
narrow and collision danger to the overhead structures is small. It is therefore 
possible to fix various roofings and wall structures to the footbridges to 
increase the comfort of the user. It is also possible, in addition to concrete and 
steel, to consider wood as the material. 
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Picture 9. More attention has been paid to the bridge fin/shing in a built-up area 

Picture 10. Traditional footbridge outside a bullt-up area. 
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Picture 12. Roofing is easy if overhead structures are used. Hämeenlinna-Helsinki motorway. 
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Picture 13. Imaginative bridge support. 
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Pedestrian underpasses 

The underpass is normally an in-situcast stab frame bridge or slab bridge, 
construcied with prefabricated concrete elements. Other bridge types which 
may come into question include various arch and cantilevered slab bridges. 
Bridges of prefabricated girders and three-span concrete slab bridges have 
also been used. 

In pedestrian underpasses main attention should be paid to the proportions of 
the opening and visibility as well as to the design of extensive concrete 
surfaces. Choise of revetment materiais and of appropriate concrete surface 
finishing are an essential part of the design. 

»4,, 	,, 
1 	

tL 

Picture 14. The pedestrian undeipass and its environrnent have been 
designed and constructed into a p/easant entity. 
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Reinforced concrete portal slab frame bridge 

Reinforced concrete inclined portal frame bridge _________________________ 

_IL 
Prefabricated reinforced concrete arch bridge 

Jr 	rl7T{ffTI 

Prefabricated reinforced concrete slab bridge 

Reinforced concrete cantilever bridge 

21 

Prefabricated prestressed bridge. 

Picture 15. Typical pedestrian underpasses. 
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Bridge rehabilitation 

Rehabilitation of an old bridge is always case-specific and the design starts 
from the individual properties of the bridge and bridge site. Before altering the 
appearance of a bridge its environmental significance must be ascertained. 

The rehabilitation of bridges may be divided into two areas: bridge repair and 
the improvement of its traffic capacity. 

Bridge repair normally covers the repair of railings, parapets, drainage and of 
structures at the bridge site as well as repair of concrete surfaces by sand-
blasting or facing in various ways. In repair work it is important, from the visual 
viewpoint, 10 avoid a patchy-looking final result. If, for example, graifiti are 10 
be removed from one part of a wing wall, the whole wing wall should be 
cleaned. lt is also important to note that it is possible by repair of railings and 
revetments to achieve a final result better than the original one. 

The traffic capacity of the bridge or the road under it may be improved by 

- widening the bridge 

- constructing a new bridge beside the old one 

- increasing the load capacity of the structure 

- increasing the vertical clearance 

- lengthening the bridge 

- replacing the old bridge with a new one. 

The widening of a bridge and particularly its lengthening are technically 
considerably difficult if no provisions have been made for this in the original 
design. It is, from the point of view of the appearance, essential to make the 
new paris harmonious with the old structure and to construct joints at natural 
positions as well as to make them absolutely watertight. 

When constructing a new bridge beside the old one,there must be a certain 
uniformity between them even though the bridges are of different styles. It is 
important 10 pay attention to the relative height level of the bridges, the form of 
the decks, the relative proportions and form of the intermediate piers, the 
compatibility of the railings and the location and fixing of lights. 

It may be possible to increase insufticient vertical clearance by lowering the 
underpassing road. The appearance may be influenced, not only by the 
altered proportions, but also by any possible needed retaining walls. 

If the bridge is of no special significance and alteration work is not 
economically feasible, the old bridge will be replaced by a new one. 
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Picture 16. Shotcreting 
may be used for the 
repair of concrete 
surface in places of 
secondary importance 

Picture 17. widening of 
a concrete frame 
bridge. 
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Picture 19. Pedestrian and bicycle traffic have been transferred to a sepa-
rate bridge. Deviation from the level of the old bridge impairs the final resuit. 
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Picture 20. The vertical clearance has been increased by excavating and 
lowering the underpassing road. Lohja, Finland. 
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Environmental premises 

When considering bridge solutions and details,the environment in which the brid-
ge will be located should be examined. In Finland there are nine landscape pro-
vinces which are different with respect to the shape of the land, height diife-
rences, coverage and water contour. These typical landscape elements may 
mainly be observed in the immediate surroundings of the bridge, and they form 
the premises for integrating the bridge into its environment. The landscape type, 
however, is an important premise also when considering the bridge as a part of 
the more extensive environmental entity. A bridge in Ostrobothnia may be seen 
from afar, whilst in Häme the fine details of the landscape often hide the bridge 
from view. 

The bridge site may be Iocated either in a natural environment, cultural 
environment or mixed environment. In a natural environment the nature and the 
significance of the landscape should be analyzed. In a cultural environment the 
purpose of the region should be considered (dwelling area, industrial area, public 
service area etc.), the position in the community structure (fringe area, centre, 
node) and the scale of the buildings, their relationship to each other (spacious, 
dense), the forms, materiais and colours of the buildings. These partial factors 
form the general view of the environment. Examination of details gives additional 
hints for the solutions of the bridge form, materials, colour and components. 

The bridge in its 
environment 
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Picture 21. A bridge 
can biend with the 
Iandscape. 

TT1 
'. 	--. 

Picture 22. In the built-
up environment a bridge 
maybea harmonious 
part of the entity formed 
by the buildings. 
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Characteristic features of the road 

In addition to the environment the nature of the road should be examined. The 
significance of the status of the bridge is determined by the number of the 
passers-by. Speed of movement is also an essential factor when estimating 
the scale of details. If the bridge and its environment is mainly for pedestrians, 
fine-scaled detail finish is required. On the motorway, on the other hand, 
moving at high speed,only large entities are observed. The scale of the road 
itself is a clear starting point when considering the general appearance of the 
bridge and the large or small scale nature of ts sub-components. The 
geometry of the road also influences the view when one approaches the 
bridge. On a straight road a bridge isa significant landmark and mayalready 
be seen from a distance, on a twisty road the bridge is more a part of the 
immediate landscape. 

Picture 23. The scale of the road and speed of movement may create 
discord in a sensitive environment. 
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Environmental position of the bridge 

Examination of the environment and nature of the road provides data for 
appraisal of the position of the bridge in the environment. In a harmonic 
environment the bridge may have a subordinate nature, as it may also have in 
a powerful environment which in itself contains highlights. A bridge generally 
best fits to ts environment when it is in harmony with the other structures of 
the environment with respect to scale and style. A bridge may also be a kind 
of gate when the spectator is moving to a new kind of landscape. Such a 
situation is typical when moving from an entry section to a town centre. The 
bridge may be a highlight also if the nature of the immediate vicinity needs 
such a dominant feature and the road itself forms an important axle in the 
environmental structure. 

The position of the bridge in its environment cannot be simply described. The 
basis for its definition should be the prof essional analysis of the environment, 
and a decision based on an examination by an expert group with respect to 
the nature of the bridge.The examination aims at classifying the bridge site for 
which the nature of the bridge site as well as the cost level is specified. 

:T 1?' 
5 

0 

Picture 25. Timber in connection with a beautifu/ shape give a rnodest 
bridge a natural feeling. 
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Picture 27. Entrance gate to the centre of a town. The colour and surface material of the bridge give 
a hint of entering into the bullt-up environment. France 
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Picture 28. The shape of the openings create the gateway impression of a 
bridge. Jalasjärvi, Finland. 

Picture 29. A lit gateway-type bridge may be distinguised from afar. 
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Picture 30. A bridge acting as a highlight in the environmental scene. 
(Santiago Calatra va) 
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Picture 31. 
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The paris make the whole 

Integrating a bridge into the environment is a demanding task. In a built-up 
environment the professional skill of the architect in the desing of details is 
increasingiy important. The bridge is, however, an individual structure in which 
the logic of the structure and the economic use of materiais are the premises for 
the external design. At its best a bridge is a clear architecturai entity in which the 
structural principles may clearly be seen as the incentive for the form. Then 
proportions, materiais, surface structure and colours form a harmonious entity. 
in ali bridge structures, both modest and showy, the primary requirement for a 
beautifui resuit is carefuily carried-out individual details and high quaiity work. 

..- 	 1 

• • 	______ 

,' .i=_=___ 

Picture 32. A bridge may fit in its environment like a work of art. Idar-
Oberstein. Germany 

BRIDGE 
DESIGN AND 
FINISHING 
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Picture 33. A bridge 
does not normally 
need more than 
considered, minimum 
shaping. Rodheim, 
Germany. 
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Picture 34. A large-
scale roughly finished 
bridge may, by virtue 
of its shaDe and finish. 
be we/I-styled. Kiel-
Raisdorf, Germany. 
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Superstructure 

The superstructure of flyovers is normally seen from the side and generaIy 
from a rapidly moving car, so the shape must be strong. The most important 
factor is the entity formed by the fascia, possible deck cantilevers and the 
main beams. The influence of Iight and shade is significant. It is also 
necessary to pay attention to the underside of the deck of high bridges. The 
underside of multi-beamed bridges particutarly offers interesting possibilities 

Desugning the 	which may be emphasized by Iighting. The space under the bridge may be 
shape ot 	 used for various purposes SO that the underside of the deck acts in an 

structural 	important role as a roof. 

components 

_ ____ 1_____ 

Picture 35. A successful entity achieved using restrained shaping. In France 
it is possible to reserve restricted space for the central reserve. 
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Picture 36. The shaping of the edge of the bridge de77Iby CaIatravats.. 
an artistic part of the sculptured entity. 

'1 

/ 

Ordinary edge beam 	 ________________ 

Raised edge beam 	 ________________ 

Inclined edge beam 	 ____ 

Prefabricated coloured concrete element 	______ 	_______ 

Concrete parapet 
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Slab bridge edge beam 

Narrow slab/portal frame 

Rounded undersurface 

Haunched girder bridge 

Pedestrian underpass/slab 

Picture 37. The edge of a bridge may be shaped in many ways. The play of 
light and shade foliows the edge, which considerably affects the 
massiveness or lightness of the final resuit. 
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Picture 38. The Ioca-
tion of the intersection 
on the bridge gives an 
interesting form to the 
bridge when seen 
from below. 
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Picture 39. The fascia 
of the bridge isa part 
of the overali beautiful 
shape. Turku, Finland. - 	(_ 
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Picture 40. The traffic 
area has been plea-
santly split for different 
kinds of traffic using 
intermediate columns 
and straight walis. The 
resuit is spacious des-
pite the width of the 
bridge. 

Picture 41. The under-
surface of the bridge 
deck strongly affects 
the feeling of the spa-
ce under the bridge. 
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Intermediate piers 

Intermediate piers are also usually seen when moving rapidly. Since the 
intermediate piers have a relatively small influence on cost, the designer has 
rather free hands in designing their form. Logical form and the possibility to make 
the appearance of road sections similar by using the same kinds of solutions are 
important appearance features. In the design of intermediate piers the visual 
effect should be examined from various directions. Solutions which hide the view 
and a column forest" should be avoided. 

Intermediate piers are visually emphasized in the viewer's field of vision. Their 
structure is sculptural and they are observed as individual columns when they are 
passed. Intermediate piers may be specially shaped and they can give the bridge 
particular beauty even when seen from a distance. 
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Picture 42. The form of the pier strongly emphasizes its supporting role. 
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Picture 43. Particular attention should be paid to the arrangement of 
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	 intermediate piers in pro fabricated flyovers. 
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Picture 45. The columns form an exciting vision for the pedestrian under the bridge. 

Picture 46. The intermediate pier may 
display a tower-like aspect, and in addition 
form a staying place on the bridge. 
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Picture 47. The bridge co/umns may be high/y 
uniquely shaped. 
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Picture 48. It is possib/e to give the pier a highly scu/ptured appearance. 
However, its structure and task should be clear/y distinguishable. 
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Picture 50. Passing under a motorway may be an exciting experience. 
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Abutments and end supports 

Abutments are usually made rather small and unnoticeable. Sometimes a 
massive abutment may be justified to balance the proportions of the bridge. 
Important subjects for designing of appearance are the wing walis and bridge 
seat arrangement as well as the relationship of the entire abutment to the 
bridge, the embankment and the revetments. The walis of an abutment do not 
necessarily need to be vertical. 
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Picture 51. The massiveness of the abutment may also create a special effect. 
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Picture 52. A retaining wall successfully linked to the abutment. 
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Pictu,e 55. The abutment may be given a strong shape in a Iarge-scale 
environment. 
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Picture 53. Asymmetry and special abutment solutions support the road 
alignment. 

Picture 54. The arrangement at the bridge seat affects the external 
appearance of the abutment. 
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Picture 56. A peace [ui abutment achieved using simpie rectangular forrns. 
The colouring supports the shape. 
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Pedestrian underpasses 

Pedestrian underpasses are normally observed at close distance and often 
when moving slowly. Consequently the details and finishing are of great 
significance. Essential premises are the successful proportions of the 
opening, relation of width to height and to the Iength ot the passageway. 

When approaching an underpass the entire image displayed is important. 
The opening, external structures, railings with splashboard, plants, surtace 
materiais and Iighting are parts of a unified entity. The relationship of the 
fascia strip to the thickness of the deck, recesses which form shadows, the 
direction, form and surface treatment of the wing walis provides various 
possibilities to achieve a harmonious appearance. An underpass with its 
environment should always be designed as an entirety in which the shape of 
the ground, revetments, plants, the style and Iocation of the Iights fit together. 

A bright and safe atmosphere should be created under the bridge. Long 
tunneis are provided with openings for natural Iight wherever possible. In 
design the treatment of large concrete surfaces and utilization of Iighting are 
essential. Frame walis may be enlivened using patterning, but recessing is not 
recommended due to technical difficulties. In profiling and shaping the 
direction of Iight (artificial as well as natural) should be taken into 
consideration. The utilization of artificial Iight as a space former and the role of 
a luminaire as an enriching detail of the finished whole are possibilities which 
have been insufficiently used. 
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Pictriie 57. A good faccde is created by finishing visible parts and careful 
design and construction of the environment. 
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Picture 58. Leading natural /ight into a long underpass increases the feeling 
of safety and comfort. 
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Picture 59. The parapet structures of the Iight openings are designed as 
environmental art. 
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Picture 60. The direction of the wing wall is selected depending on the 
desired effect. 
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Picture 61. Use of exposed-aggregate finish is at its best in the most visible, finished structural parts. 
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Bridges are large structures which dominate the view. They are also observed 
at close distance. Because of this attention should be paid to the externa 
appearance of surfaces. With a good finish concrete as such is a clean 
material, but in large surfaces it is monotonous and colourless. 

Bringing life to the concrete surface 

Concrete surfaces may be treated in many ways. A clean surface can be 
Surtace pattern 	obtained by brushing and grinding. Patterning may be done using various 

and colour 	forms. Various colour shades may be achieved without painting using 
coloured concrete. Aggregates may be added to the concrete surface layer of 
prefabricated concrete elements SO that the surface, when washed, shows a 
nice exposed-aggregate finish. Painting is an inexpensive and easily renewed 
surface treatment. 

Brushing and grinding are methods to smooth the concrete surface in an 
modest manner. The treatment is suitable for the walis of underpasses and 
solid parapet surfaces when no special requirements are set on the external 
appearance. Brushing and grinding are suitable for precast concrete 
components and for the upper surfaces of cast-in-situ components. 

The concrete surface may be patterned by fixing various materiais to the 
formwork. A sufficiently thick concrete cover must be Ieft to protect the 
reinforcing steel, and the shuttering must be easily removable from the 
concrete surface. 

Simple, repeated patterns may be produced with a rubber mat or other form 
material. The rubber mat is expensive but it can be used more than once. The 
method is at its best in the patterning of elements. Profiles made of 
polystyrene may be used as disposable forms. The use of wooden strips in 
pattern moulds is a cheap and easy method. Impressive patterns are easily 
produced by applying profiled steel sheet. The sheet may also be Ieft as hot 
dip galvanized and plastic coated concrete surface cladding. Difterent profiles 
and patterns are suitable for the walis and wing walis of underpasses, 
surfaces of concrete parapets and for the underside of the deck, the fascia 
strip and abutments as well as columns. 

Coloured concrete is particularly suitable for Iocations in which the bridge is an 
integral part of the constructed environment and where facade type 
requirements are placed on the surfaces. Coloured concrete is mainly 
applicable to precast elements. Since the resuit might turn out patchy, only 
dark, slightly varied shades are recommended for cast-in-situ components. 
Light an bluish shades are costly because they are produced using expensive 
special aggregate and white cement. Dark shades may be achieved by 
increasing pigments which keeps the extra expense at a reasonable evel. 

The exposed-aggregate finish is particularly suitable for areas visible to the 
pedestrian at close distance; precast parapet elements, walis, wing walis and 
the fascia strip of underpasses. Exposed-aggregate finish may also be used 
in kerbs and as different partial patternings. Sand-blasting may be applied to 
cast-in-situ components and it is generally suitable for the cleaning of surfaces 
observed at close distance. 
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Picture 62. An undemanding but carefully carried out overail treatment in an extensive concrete 
surface diiferentiates and lightens the heavy effect. 
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Picture 64. Rough grooving and chipping are methods 
of emphasizing the expression of a strong, Iarge-scale 

Picture 63. A shot-blasted surface. 	structure. 
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Picture 65. A modest and clean concrete surface 
produced by brushing and pro filing. 

Picture 66. By using rubber mat it is possible to create 
small-scale free-shaped patterns easily. 
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Picture 67. The use of coloured concrete is highiy suitab/e for pedestrian 
bridges in the centre of towns. 

Picture 68. The use of shuttering boards gives the concrete surface a new. 
facade-Ie vei appearance. 
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High quality facade by facing 

The facing of surfaces is an effective means of obtaining a finished facade 
appearance for modest surfaces in a buiit-up environment. The most natural 
use of facing is in objects where the surface is a pari of the more extensive 
facade entirety. To create a harmonic whole, the construction materiais and 
architectural style of the buildings in the vicinity may be continued in the 
bridge. To diiferentiate the bridge from the rest of the environment, facing may 
be used an eflective means. 

Stone facing is a high quaiity way of giving a bridge structure a dignified look. 
Stone facing may be applied both to the natural environment and the 
constructed environment. Stone facing is suitable for abutments, columns, 
fascia strips and parapets. Even as a smaiier detail, natural stone gives a 
bridge a high quality appearance. Natural stone is a vaivable material for 
particuiarly important objects. 

Brick facing gives a bridge structure a building-like appearance. The use of 
brick is particuiarly suitable for an environment where brick is otherwise used 
as a construction material. Different types of joint arrangements make it 
possibie to produce varied patterns and arched forms. Brick facing is suitable 
for large surfaces such as abutments, retaining walis and railings. Ciinker is a 
more decorative facing material than stone and brick. It is weli suited for such 
surfaces of underpass walis, which are protected from the weather. There is 
an extensive range of colours for clinker and it is ideally suited for the creation 
of patterns and decorative subjects. Ali facing materiais should be applicable 
for outdoor use, easily cleaned and as resistant as possible to vandalism. 

The deck edges may be faced with natural stone slabs or precast concrete 
elements. The colour and roughness of the stone facing should be clearly 
distinguishabie from the surrounding concrete. Coloured concrete is 
recommended for precast concrete elements, or the surface may even be 
ground. 

Special attention must be paid to joints and fixings as well as to the fact that 
the deck edge is subject to dirty and corroding conditions. 

In some special cases wood may also be used as cladding material in the 
wails and wing walis of underpasses. 

Edge beam covered by precast 
elements of coloured concrete. 

Edge beam clad by a precast 
thin-she/I element of coloured 
concrete. 

Picture 69. Edge beam claddings. 
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Picture 70. Clinker is a clever material for structures Iinked to a bridge. 
A simple repeated Iayout creates a coherent expression. 

Picture 71. Partial facing livens a concrete surface. 
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Picture 72. C/inker may be used as partial facing to decoratively contrast a 
massive concrete surface. 
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Picture 73. Applying plastic coated steel sheet creates a strongly expressive. cold 
impression but it is suitable for some Iocations in smallish surfaces. 

1 
Picture 74. On the walis of an underpass natural stone can create a highly 
dignified impression. 
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Picture 75. Brick is a beautiful, simple facing material for large surfaces. 
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P/cLLIfe TtE. Ndtural stone facing at its best in emphasizing a handsome 
bridge structure. 
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Colourfulness easily by painting 

The use of painting in bridge structures has become more widespread as the 
quality of paints has improved. Painting is a simple and reasonably priced 
method to improve the appearance of a bridge. Painting may also be used as 
an effective means of achieving special purposes. 

Painting is applied to bridges if eye-catching colours are called for. Painting is 
mostly applied to the fascia strip and columns. When colours are used to 
arouse attention, how the strong colours blend with the environment should 
also be taken into consideration. Painting may also be used to cover untidy 
surfaces. Various colour shades may also be used to gracefully emphasize 
the bridge structure, or if necessary, to hide proportionally unharmonious 
structures. With colours it is possible to create optical illusions easily. Painting 
is also an ideal way to tidy old bridge structures. In this way the bridge may be 
given a completely new appearance. Artistic means may be used as part of 
the bridge refurbishment. Painting is a cheap way of renewing. 

The environmental conditions should be the premise when considering the 
co!ours for the structure to be painted. If the bridge is an essential part of a 
larger entirety, its colours should either biend with the environment, or bring 
the bridge out as a highlight. If painted surfaces are visible to the passer-by 
only from a close distance, the colour may differ from the remainder of the 
environment, it may even surprise. To make the selection of colours easier, 
test painting should always be carried out. In outdoor conditions the 
retationship of light and shade may change the tones of colours considerably. 

The selection of a paint is an exacting task. The paint should be suitable for its 
application, and special expertise should be used for the selection. The use 
of porous silicate paints in bridge applications has yielded promising results. 

If, in addition to painting, the concrete surtace needs to be protected from 
environmental influences such as road salting and carbonation, other coating 
methods may also be used. One possibility is to extend the polyurethane 
spray used as waterproofing on the deck also to the deck edges, which may 
then be painted. In addition to the colour of the spray, the roughness and 
shininess of the surtace are essential for the resulting appearance. In Finland, 
products and materiais listed in the Finnish Bridge Repair Guidelines (SILKO) 
should be used. 
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Picture 78. The heaviness and large scale of concrete structures may be 
amusingly enhightened by totally contrasting paintings and colours. 

i 

Picture 79. The use of warning colouring improves traffic safety. 
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Picture 80. The 80 m tunnel painting is the result of a competition. 
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Picture 81. A dark-shaded thin surface finish is used to disguise a heavy looking concrete bridge. 
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Picture 82. The external appearance of a bridge may give a hint 0! some nearby place. Here we see a 
bridge to an amusement park. Kouvola, Finland. 

Picture 83. In the built-up environment it is possible to paint an entire concrete bridge. 
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Siopes and cones are visible parts of a bridge 

The siope of the embankment under the bridge is one of the most visible 
construction components of the bridge both to the motorist and the pedestrian. 
The siope also has an important role in integrating the bridge into the 
environment. The siope under the bridge can be treated as an undemanding 
intermediate zone, it can be like a painting, a surface for viewing or it can have 
its own appearance as an environmental work of art. The siope under the 
bridge is sensitive to vandalism and as an inclined surface it also has 
restrictions with respect 10 the use of materiais. Undemanding rational ways of 
covering the siope in different environments are presented in Bridge and the 
environment' and the SILKO instructions. It is important, in the care of the 
siope, to arrange deck drainage so that the siope is not stained by water. 

When considering the role and method of handling the siope under the bridge 
it is necessary to start from the bridges position in the environment. The more 
built-up the environment is the boider the subjects which can be considered 
for the siope. If traffic is only vehicular,very large scales can be used in the 
elements of the siope. If the bridge is gone under on foot it is possible to use 
individual details and small scale features. Methods of making the siope more 
alive are terracing, surface shaping, use of various materiais, colours and 
patterns and water topics, if water can be naturally Ied under the bridge. 

Bridge quarter-cones 1mk the bridge structure to the surrounding terrain. On 
considering planting,cones receive more Iight than the siope under the bridge, 
and are more a parI of the Iandscape. Important external appearance factors 
are covering and Iinking the cones to the slope as well as to possible drainage 
systems. II is necessary to be particularly careful with large monotonous 
concrete slab revetments. 
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Picture 84. Natural stone slabs is an attractive traditional Finnish material 
for revetments. The tinkling of water increases the charm of the spot. 
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Picture 85. A carefully 
carried out natural 
stone revetment is 
beautiful. 

Picture 86. The front 
siope of a pedestrian 
underpass may be 
enlightened by various 
materiais and patterns. 
The finish should be 
done carefully. 
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Picture 87. Landscaping into an amphitheatre creates an exciting effect. 
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Picture 88. A massive natural stone surface intentionally e!rlpndslzes the 
feeling under a bridge. 
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Decoration must have a purpose 

Bridge decoration is a task which demands a good understanding of style. 
Decoration should be done in a considered manner. SmaII scale decoration 	 1 
has Iittle significance on bridges which are driven past rapidly. The nature of a 
gate-type bridge can be emphasized by decoration. Here the decoration 
theme should be clear and on a large scale. 

Decoration themes are highly suitable for footbridges in a constructed 	Decorations 
environment. The use of decoration should be motivated. The walis of 
underpasses and railings of bridges are suitable objects for decoration. 

With decoration it is possible to emphasize the original site individuality. It is 
possible to support the hierarchical nature of the traffic network by marking a 
specific continued route with specific topics or emphasizing movement from 
outer areas towards the centre by increasing decoration. 

The use of decorative topics with a bridge creates the effect of a finished 
carefully constructed environment. This feeling should influence the 
evaluation of the environment positively. 

Methods of decoration are unlimited 

There are Iimitless ways of decorating. In decorating bridges caution has 
prevailed so that experience of different methods is slight. Topics which can 
be found in special Iocal features have been used in patterning surfaces or as 
picture symbols as have coats of arms or other historically familiar symbols. 
The increasing of surface cladding and sculptured structures may aso be 
effective methods for abstract art. Plants have also been used for decoration. 
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Picture 90. In an eyecather location the bridge structure may even be given an artistic nature. France. 
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Picture 91. A decorative topic describing the bridge history, for which clinker is used. Osaka, Japan. 

Picture 92. Even a small decorative feature is sufficient to depict the Ioca/ individuality. 
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Picture 93. Clinker facing makes possible the use of various patterns as decorations. 

Picture 94. The gate impression of a large flyover is emphasized with the aid of a showy 
sculptured structure. The gateway effect is induced when travelling in both directions. 
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Picture 95. Crests and symbolic pictures are good subjects to emphasize both history and the locale. 
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Picture 98. The use of only a few plants can enliven the 
	Picture 99. The year of 

bridge. 	 construction is traditionally a 
decorative topic of bridges. 
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Picture 100. Simple and decorative railing 
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Railings are observed from a close distance 

P 	Railings are a small-scale Iightening part of a massive bridge structure. In the 
built-up environment various railings are normally close to the passer-by, they 
are seen from near and touched. In conjunction with bridges the railing is 

- - rather experienced as a necessary structure from the point of view of safety 
and its external appearance has been secondary. However, bridge rails have 
previously been intentionally designed as beautiful structures with natural 

Raulings  stone end posts. As the need for security and standardization increased 
railings have often become heavy and clumsy-looking structures. 

Standard railings and individual bridge entireties 

The railing of a bridge must first fuifiil safety requirements. The railing is 
normally an open steel railing, usually fitted with splashboard, made in 
accordance with standard drawings. For noise protection or other 
requirements either concrete or other closed railings made from various sheet 
materiais are used. The problem of standard railings used today, both open 
and solid, is the undemanding clumsy appearance particularly when seen 
from outside. With steel railings it is possible to shape the ends and 
splashboard. Colours can also be used as an effective means. 

When railing frames are used which deviate from standard railings the 
strength must be at least as high. Without special reasons rail stilfness must 
not greatly deviate from standard types. The upper and lower rails must 
withstand tension forces and be fitted with expansion joints. 

The technical requirements for railings can be found in standard drawings and 
recommendations which apply to the use, structure and design of bridge 
railings. (Bridge Steel Railings, TIEL 2160001 and Bridge Concrete Railing, 
TIEL 2160002) 

A concrete barrier railing should always be designed as a pari of the overail 
bridge. II is then important to observe the proportion, strength and shape 
requirements which are set for such a railing. The visible paris of concrete 
barrier surfaces and components can however be shaped to be considerably 
more varied than steel railings. The solid barrier however always increases 
the effect of the structure's thickness and massiveness and gives the bridge 
an enclosed space effect. A particular challenge for design is the finishing of 
prefabricated element barriers. 

When bridges are rehabilitated, if it is decided to use a solid railing, the 
probiem is the difference of the precast concrete elements from the old 
concrete structure. The bridge does not necessarily appear as a coherent 
structure. In such cases the shaping of the railing, the graceful fitting of 
eement seams and the linking of the railing elements to the deck edge are 
demanding design tasks. 
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Picture 101. A Dutch parapet solution. The red colour refreshens the coarse 
structure. 
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Picture 103. Observed [mm a distance, the parapet may give a bridge site 
a cognitive feature. 

RAILING ANI SAFETY NETWORK 1:10 

Picture 104. A new standard parapet model of the Finnish Road Adminis-
tration. The splash shield may be given a co/oured coating. 
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Picture 105. The German combination of a solid and a steel parapet Iooks streamlined. 
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Picture 106. The old bridge parapet with its starting and ending columns is 
genteel in appearance. 
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Picture 108. ln Finland the town of Jyväskylä has 
developed a parapet type of its own for which the 
starting column has been given a new form. The 
solution is possible when the speeds of passers-by 
are low. 
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Picture 109. The so/id precast concrete parapet unit may be patterned on both sides. It is difficult to 
shape the seam naturally into a part of the whole. 

Picture 110. On a footbridge the starting and 	Picture 111. In Germany, concrete barriers with 
ending column topics may be given a new form. 	varied topics are used as safety parapets. 
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Picture 112-115. In Helsinki. to create a coherent overali expresslor7. varlous solutions have been 
applied to the pedestrian bridges of the historical Katajanokka Centre. 
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Picture 116. When a bridge is in a centrallocation, the parapet is part of the 
total architecture. This requires cohesive design. 
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The footbridge rail 

There are greater possibilities to design individual solutions for footbridge railings 
when strength and other requirements are fulfilled. The design of the railing 
should start from the objectives for the form and style of the bridge. Wood, steel, 
aluminium and concrete are possible materiais for the frame. For other parts it is 
possible to use e.g. glass, perspex and plywood sheets in addition to normal 
Iattice. Surfaces can be treated by painting and facing. It is recommended that 
Iighting is designed so that the railing can be used for fixing Iights. The Iight can 
also be one style factor for the railing. 

The shape of individual details and their good impiementation are extremely 
important in the railings for footbridges. The railing should be carefully finished 
both inside and outside. 

Picture 117. A mo-
dest, painted steel 
railing may sometimes 
be the best solution. 

Picture 118. A parapet 
may also be a work of 
art. 
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Picture 120. The parapet exposes an appearance of its own. It creates the 
feeling of the whole bridge site. 
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Picture 121. Massive 
and light material on a 
Japanese bridge. 
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Picture 122. The railing is a part of the structural entity. The luminaires are 
part of the railing, they break the monotony. 

The railing can be the most powerful factor in the overali appearance of the 
bridge. The nature of the site can be emphasized by its shape (for example 
marine topics near the sea) or it can itself be a work of art or art can be Iinked with 
it. The ends of the railings are design objects offering particular possibilities. 
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Picture 123. Observed 
at close distance even ________________ - 
smalldetailsare 	- - 	 - 
significant 

Picture 124. Well-
shaped details are 
attractive and durable. 

Picture 125. Materiais 
may be freely combined 
in a pedestrian and 
bicycle traffic parapet. 
The proportional 
contrast pro vides 
expression to the 
parapet. 
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Picture 127. Use of 
timber for parapets is a 
Finnish tradition. 
Himanka, Finland 
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Picture 128. A vicwing 
spot well fitted to a 
footbridge 	 ________ 

Picture 126. A cable 
railing gives airiness to 
the massive structure. 
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Light changes the environmental image 

In the bridge environment traffic spaces are normaliy ilt. it is iess common to 
iliuminate the bridge structure or its near surroundings. The many possibilities of 
Iight as an effective means of emphasizing a bridge have been used only 
slightly. 

Guidelines have been given for the Iighting of bridges and under- and 
overpasses (Road Lighting and Road Lighting Handbook, Road Administration 	Lighting 
1991). In the guidelines attention is paid to the fact that lighting on a bridge 
shouid be similar to road Iighting and that no interruptions are created. The 
importance of a harmonious entirety is emphasized. Lights of an underpassing 
road should be iocated SO that no disturbing or giaring iight is created on the 
deck. To emphasize side barriers it is possible to Iocate iighting suitabie for road 
lighting between columns and at abutments. 

With respect to the iighting of overpassing bridges, attention is paid in the 
instructions to the optical guidance continuity of the road beiow. Lighting 
columns are not recommended on short bridges and, on long bridges, the 
columns shouid be Iocated at piers or symmetrically with respect to the 
abutments. 

The requirements for the minimum iighting in various types of roads are given in 
the designing instruction of the Road Administration. The required lighting 
intensity and even distribution of iight are important for traffic safety. On the other 
hand there are no strict instructions about the use of coioured iight. 

The colour of lighting at a bridge site is generaliy defined by the other road 
lighting. Mercury iamp iighting is generally good for the iighting in the 
underpasses due to its good coiour properties. Ali kinds of coiour iighting can be 
used to liluminate the underside of a bridge. 

Lights on traffic roads must be approved by the Road Administration. It is 
possibie to use various light sources more freeiy for pedestrianroutes. The 
lamps on pedestrian and bicycie routes should be particularly durable because 
of vandalism. The use of natural iight in long underpass tunneis is 
recommended. 

Illumination brings forth the beauty of the bridge structure 

A light can be a beautifui and suitable addition to the bridge structure. With iights 
it is possible to emphasize the bridges position as a gate or highiight. The iit part 
of the bridge structure can also beautifuliy emphasize the bridge's position in the 
environment. The fixing of the iight to the bridge structure shouid be designed so 
that ali individual details fit weil into the overail impression aiso when seen from 
outside the bridge. The design of the light and its fixing shouid be done at the 
same time as the other design of the bridge so that e.g. the fitting of the iight to 
the railing structure can be carried out attractiveiy. 

Vehicies light the bridge structure as they pass, creating new forms and 
atmospheres in the dark. The designer can utilize this iighting effect in the 
iocation of the columns and in shaping of abutments and other individual detaiis. 
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Picture 130. When Iighting a bridge on a motorway, Iocating Iighting columns 
at the immediate crossing should be avoided. 

Picture 131. Symmetrical Iocation of Iights on a bridge. 
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Picture 132. In the dark the Santiago Caiatrava statuesque bndge becomes ao illurninated work 0/ art. 

Picture 133. Spectral Iight creates an 
	Picture 134. Light creates a space fuli of feellng. The wooden 

interesting passage in the Vantaa Science is pleasantly emphasized. The outward inclined shape of the 
Centre, Finland. 	 parapet probably helps the luminaires to remain intact. 
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135. The il/umination of a significant 	Picture 136. Light may be used to emphasize the position of 
bridge is part of the overali architecture. 	the bridge structure in the urban scene. 
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Picture 137. Fixing the Iighting column to the bridge structure can be simply and attractively solved. 
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Picture 138. The 
luminaire may act as 
gatepost at crossing 
spots ofspecial 
significance. 
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Picture 139. Particu/arly 
at nodes, a Iighting 
column may attain a 
dominating position in 
the urban scene. 

________________ 
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Picture 140. By its style, a Iumiiia iie may 
emphasize and enhance the appearance of 
the bridge. 
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Picture 142. In pedestrian and bicycle traffic regions, /ight creates a safe passage. 
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Picture 143. Natural light is important in long underpasses. 
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Picture 144. The spiral ramp facilitates the movement of bicycles and handicapped persons. 
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== 	= 	Structures fixed permanently to the bridge or in its immediate surroundings 
_____ 	are an important part of the environmental scene of the bridge site. Ever more 

P 	activities can be Iinked with the bridge when, instead of a bridge, it may be a 
question of implementing a building with restaurants, shops etc. However, the 

= 	 objective is always to implement a weII-finished environmental entity. 

Bridge roofing 

Structures 	Particularly an overpass may be roofed if it is an important pedestrian way in 

	

adjoining the 	the built-up environment. Also partial roofing, a kind of gate roof at the end of 

brid e 	 the bridge, emphasizes its important position. With roofing a strong and 
g 	 dominating expression in its environment can be created for the bridge. For 

this reason the selection of materiais and the design are important tasks. 
Wooden structures are well suited for a park-type, green environment. 
Concrete, steel and various facings come into their own when the bridge is 
Iinked with buildings. 

If there is pedestrian traffic on the bridge and something interesting to see in 
the surroundings, it is possible to place in connection with railings, areas for 
rest, preferably roofed, with cantilevers and seats. Then the material and 
structures must be a natural pari of the bridge structure. 

Stairs and retaining walis are part of the bridge structure 

Stairs, ramps and retaining walis are normally Iinked with the bridge structure, 
and in their design must indeed be taken into consideration to create a 
seamless compatibility with the bridges appearance. The railings in stairways 
should be implemented, in the minor details, carefully. Stairs can be designed 
to be a specially emphasizing feature at a bridge site if this is in a demanding 
environment. Retaining walis can be faced, decorative topics, and plants can 
be used to Iighten the feeling of heavy materiais. Retaining walis can also be 
an object in the environmental work of ari. Retaining walis are massive, highly 
visible surfaces and their sculptural shaping possibilities should be taken 
advantage of. 

Making the bridge site a beautiful entity 

The final touch to the bridge environment is given by gracefully carried out 
Iandscaping and planting. With these it is possible to integrate heavy 
structures unnoticeably into the surroundings. The green environment should 
normally soften the bridge structure, be suitable for the other environment 
and, even in difficult siopes and locations, be lasting. Sometimes the role of 
p)ants may be to emphasize the bridge structure. If it is not a functional space, 
the area under the bridge may become a Iittered wasteland. A natural stone 
rockery under the bridge is a cheap and attractive way to care for the 
envi ron ment. 
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Picture 146. Vanous strongiy styled structures llnked to 
the biiage may emphasize the indMduallty of the btidge. 
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Picture 147. Concrete biock service stairs form 
an amusing pattern on the siope. 
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Picture 148. The entrance to the railway pedestrian underpass gives a premonition of entering the rallway 
carriage. 
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Picture 149. Wood is a stylish roofing material for a pedestrian and bicycle traffic bridge. It is particularly 
suitable for a park-Iike environment. 
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Picture 151. This Japanese roofed overbridge and its environment are designed a/I-encompassingly and in 
detail. 

Picture 150. The overhead structures of the bridge are a Iandmark. 
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Picture 152. The rough concrete surface in the retaining walls is softened by the numerous plants. The 
spacious proportions allow for a pleasant feeling. 
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Picture 153. P!ants soften the massive structures of the bridge. 	 - 



Picture 154. An old dignified milieu at Imatra, Finland. 

Picture 155. A simple but finished bridge environment is well suited in a town centre fringe area. 
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Picture 156. The noise barrier support structures create an interesting object for observation. 
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Stricter noise control requirements often require the construction of noise barriers 
also on bridges. 

Noise barriers on bridges can be divided into three groups: solid parapets, light 
structure noise barriers fixed to the bridge railings and separate noise barriers. 

In the design of noise barriers the following should be taken into account: 

Noise barrier 	- impact safety and wind loads; the dropping of heavy wall elements onto the 

structures 

	

	underpassing road must be prevented with sufficient certainty 
- visibility demands 
- space for snow; sufficient space must be arranged at the end of the bridge for 

cleared snow 
- reflections; particularly the reflections from transparent walls should not cause 

glare or misleading images 
- maintenance; the structures should be durable and easily cleaned 
- acoustics; the structure should be fixed tightly to the bridge. Solid noise 

barriers on both sides of the bridge cause unpleasant acoustic reflections. 

On old bridges it is easiest to fix the noise barrier on the railing or possible railing 
bolts. In new bridges the fixing can be designed more freely. It is then worth leaving 
greater space between the rails and the wall. 

The person crossing the bridge may find a high wall immediately behind the rail 
rather claustrophobic. Barriers on both sides easily turn into a noisy echoing tunnel. 

It is difficult to fit the deck edge, safety railing and noise barrier to the interior view of 
the bridge naturally. From the outside the problem is, on the other hand, combining 
the noise barrier and the fascia into a beautiful overail structure. When designing 
the noise barrier for old bridges there is good reason to pay particular attention 
visually to the achievement of a harmonious combination of the various parts. The 
connecting structure may be the support column of the noise barrier, a horizontal 
profile or sheet linking the elements etc. Also surface treatment or colour may 
create a new combining element. The cheap and simple solution does not always 
result in an acceptable appearance for an old bridge. 

When designing a new bridge the new massive dimensions must be taken as the 
starting point,and new forms and materials to create a natural structure must be 
bravely sought. The bridge with its noise barrier is a many times higher element 
than the traditional bridge. It is, therefore, not possible to use traditional bridge 
structure models in solving its architecture. Often it is desired to 1mk noise barriers 
with earth barriers which are situated further from the road. Then the alignment of 
the noise barrier needs large-scale desing. Different sotutions should be tried and 
investigated. The possibilities offered by light and shade can be utilised in making 
the massive structure lighter. 

The implementation of transparent noise barriers on bridges is particularly 
problematical. Materials which remain clear in the Finnish climate and 
maintenance have not been sufficiently investigated. Also durability requirements 
are great. When investigating and selecting materials the absolute aim should be 
the retention of transparency. It is also necessary to make provision for resources 
for continuous maintenance. 
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Picture 157. If views from the bridge are beautiful, a transparent, Iight structural noise barrier comes into its 
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Picture 158. The noise bairiet may aiso be coiisiructed between the roadway and the pedestrian and 
bicycle traffic paths. Transparent no/se barriers require regu/ar washing. 

Picture 159. A special solution where the siope of the 
no/se barrier embankment is continued as a wall over the 
bridge. The advantages are continuity of the embankment 
and good visibi/ity. 
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Picture 160. Very high no/se barrier on bridge. The pattern of squares 1$ used to 
moderate the impression for those who pass both over and under the bridge. 

Picture 161. It is difficult to squeeze a later added no/se barrier to form a coherent part 
of the br/dge. 
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Picture 162. A high noise barrier on a bridge changes the outi/ne of the traditional bridge structure 
compieteiy; entireiy new architecture and design is required. 

Picture 163. In winter, the same no/se barrier shows the significance of 
maintenance. In Finland these conditions last for haif a year. The suitabiiity of a 
coiour shouid be considered with respect to the annual seasons. 
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Picture 164. A new noise barrier model. Glass, polykarbonate and akrylate are used. 

Protective 
structures in 
bridges over 
electrified 
raliway lines 

In overpasses and walkways going 
over electrified railway lines either a 
protective wall or protective board 
must be used. In their design the 
viewpoints presented in section 2.7 
can be applied. Standard designs for 
protective walis are given in the 
instructions Bridge Steel Railings 
(TIEL 2160001). 
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CASES FROM 
FINLAND AND 
ABROAD 

The structural beauty of bridges and their 
suitability for the environment is a combination 
of many factors. A successful entity includes 
delicate, difficu(t to explain forms, colours and 
materiais and their interplays, which the 
observer experiences as spaces and impres-
sions. In the foliowing some bridges are 
presented in an attempt to give a good picture 
of the influence the above described factors. 
Selection criteria are not completely successful 
and as model the best suited basic solution. 
Rather an attempt has been made to present 
solutions arrived at in various situations where it 
is possible to see successful and interesting 
viewpoints. The reader may himself form an 
opinion of the good and bad parts of the 
solutions and obtain hints and ideas for various 
methods of consideration when thinking about 
solutions to the same kind of problems. 
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Ouluntulli flyover bridge, Finland 
Siuntionjoki bridge (State Railways), Finland 
Koria underbridge, Finland 
Kuriiritie underbridge, Finland 
Lappi/Turku pedestrian and bicycle bridge, Finland 
Footbridge, Yokohama, Japan 
Reichenbach covered footbridge, Baden-Wi)rttenberg, Germany 
Bad Oldesloe overpass, Schleswig-Holstein, Germany 
Järvenpää station tunnel, Finland 
Rural footbridge, Denmark 
Flyover supported by a traffic roundabout substructure, Lyon, France 
Ring Road II, Sepänsolmu bridges, proposal, Espoo, Finland 
Bridges for Helsinki Airport Road, pIan, Finland 
Helsinki Airport Road pedestrian underpass, pian, Finland 
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Ouluntulli flyover bridge, Finland 

The Ouluntulli flyover bridge is the gate to 
Lapland. lts appearance is slender, sculpture-
like. Clear, contrasting forms, the curved line of 
the concrete beam, the direct uprightness of 
the columns and the horizontal line of the 
fascia strip form a harmonic entity. The blue 
colour which deviates from the environment 
brightens the grey expression of the concrete. 
The symbolic crest and light, butterfly-like work 
of art create a finished expression. The bridge 
site has an atmosphere which emphasizes the 
unique gateway nature. 
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Picture 165. The underside of the superstructure 
has been finished to supplement the scu/ptured 
arched form. 
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Picture 166. The heavy bridge structure presents a Iight, 
joyful expression due to the harmonic, attractive form. 

... 

Picture 167 The joyful image induced by the blue colour is 
emphasized when crossing the bridge. The works of art are 
part of the total view. 



Picture 169. This clean-lined. sirnple bridge a 
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Siuntionjoki bridge 
(State Raliways), Finland 

The bridge is Iocated in Siuntio close to a 
historically valuable manor milieu. By its nature 
it is unique, clean-Iined and timeless. The 
reserved forms and proportions are in 
harmony. The surfaces, edges and joints have 
been painIy finished but stili emphasize the 
dignified expression. Decoration is completely 
absent. The natural stone used as facing 
material is the most important factor in the 
dignified and beautiful appearance. It is 
courageously combined with the concrete 
surface to give this material, which is 
traditionally considered crude, a new type of 
fresh expression. 

Picture 168. Natural stone represents ever/asting 
criteria of beauty. It is used in the traditional way 
to emphasize the wall effect. 
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Picture 170. The underpassing road is clearly a part of the bridge environment 
with its straight horizontal alignment and coherent structures. The pedestrian 
feels he moves in safety and comfortably on the higher walkway. 
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Koria underbridge, Finland 

This bridge site is an extensive unity where 
even the most tiny factors have beeri carefully 
designed into an uniform style. It includes hints 
of the building architecture: a brick facade with 
socle topics, arched openings and clean-Iined 
basic forms. The topics have however been 
uniquely applied to enhance the basic 
structures of the bridge. The visible concrete 
parts have been treated with an understanding 
of the material properties so that the untreated 
surfaces become alive under the influence of 
Iight and shade. The railings are simpe with 
the contrasting straight lines emphasizing the 
vigorous whole. The Iights follow the straight 
lines of the bridge. The fitting of the Iights into 
the railing forms a clear detail. 

 

Picture 171. The arch theme in the piers is a 
building-type topic which enriches the bridge 
structure. The passer-by is given an interesting 
visual experience. 
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Kuriiritie underbridge, Finland 

The bridge has a significant role in the centre of 
Tikkurila where it Iinks the various paris of the 
centre. Also ts position in the urban milieu as a 
structure emphasizing the centre is important. 

The bridge is a fixed pari of the constructed 
centre with its walis clad with facade materiais, 
biocky shape and roofing. The pedestrian is 
protected from wind and ram. Waiking over the 
bridge is just as pleasant as waiking in a 
sheltered street. 

The shape and facing of the opening, 
abutments and other support structures are 
similar to the buildings in their basic expression, 
but more individual and free with skewed 
corners and curved roof form. The massive 
concrete structures get a softer appearance 
thanks to the pientiful plants. 
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Picture 174. SmaII detai/s create 
impression of a well finished environment. 

PiCture 173. The tra;rsperel7t roof gives protection, 
the shape of the luminaires emphasizes the shape 
of the roof. 
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Picture 172. b'y its pioportion and toim. me unde,biidge is an integial pait ui 
the built-up environment. 

Picture 175. Retaining walis are necessaiy in 
narrow spaces. Brick facing and plants soften the 
impression. 
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Picture 178. The location next to an 0/ 

requirements on the design of the ele 
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Lappi/Turku pedestrian and 
bicycle bridge, Finland 

The Lappi bridge site is a central point in the 
village. Side by side are located the old, 
protected stone arch bridge and the new 
concrete beam footbridge. The new bridge 
changes the traditionally sensitive environ-
mental view greatty. Criticism by the villagers 
caused an improvement in the appearance of 
the bridge and its integrating into the en-
vironment during construction. 

The heavy-looking concrete beam was 
lightened using visual effect - the beam has 
been given a dark surface. With the wide 
wooden railing the feeling of a village bridge is 
created, which allows the passer-by to stop, 
lean against it and admire the fiowing river. In 
this way both the new and the old bridge each 
rrnrnc.rn+ +krti r n,n,n nrrrrl 
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Picture 177. The heaviness ol the concrete beam is concealed by painting, the 
parapet and Iighting are custom-made to suit the appearance of the Iocation. For 
railing material wood feels closest to people. The environment is improved by p/ants. 
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bridge sets specific 	 Picture 179. The wide wooden railing is suitable for leaning against. 
new bridge. 
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PIctLIre 180. A spec/aI lurninaire suitab/e for cramped spaces. 
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Footbridge, Yokohama, Japan 

In Japan the restricted spaces require a 
precise and careful design. The urban image is 
usually mixed and without clear architectural 
styte properties, but new structures are 
impemented with a high level of quality and 
fi n ish. 

The footbridge in the centre of Yokohama is an 
extremely individual bridge which acts even as 
a Iocal Iandmark. The bridge is beautifully 
curved but nevertheless vigorous, the 
pedestrian experiences himseif moving in a 
street. Components which give the bridge its 
individuality are the very specially shaped deep 
blue railings and Iights. In its style the bridge is 
extremely modern, an independent structure 
unattached to the other architecture. 

r 	 i1 fiL 
Picture 181. Ali detaiis including coiour 
comb/nations have been carefuliy fitted together. 
The bridge forms a pleasant waiking space in the 
otherwise bleak environent. 
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Picture 182. A solid gate leads from the bridge to the dolls' museum. 
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Reichenbach covered footbridge, 
Baden-Wurttenberg, Germany 

The pedestrian bridge in the small German 
town is an individual entrance gateway. With 
wood as its main material it breaths the small-
scale style of village architecture without itself 
being strongly styted. The basic structure is 
clearly brought out. The roof is more massive 
than the actual bridge. Since the railing is 
almost invisible the airiness and spaciousness 
of the corridor space formed by the horizontal 
lines of the bridge is emphasized. The massive 
roof atthe end of the bridge,standing on siender 
columns as a counterweight to the horizontal 
Iines,creates a batanced bridge structure which 
is a clearly complete entity. Due to the roof the 
effect of almost a pergola is created making 
both the visual and crossing experience 
pleasant. 

Piciuie 83. 5i9i7 can lie // eediy ii 
amusing deta/Is. 
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Picture 184. The supplementing roof structure of the gable gives balance to 
the bridge structure. 
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Picture 185. Material and form integrate the bridge with the park 
environment. 

Picture 186. A wooden bridge deck weathers attractively. 

Bad Oldesloe 
overpass, 
Schleswig-Holstein, 
Germany 

The overpass in the smail 
German town affects the 
pedestrian more like a 
waikway thari a bridge. Ali 
upper structures are of wood, 
aiso the waikway surface. 
Wood has been simpiy 
worked, in piaces delibera-
tely roughiy. The old raiiings 
restrict the even, prettily 
curved waiking space 
strongiy into its own space. 
Detaiis are aiso roughiy 
made, the fixings otten 
visibie. The inciined roof 
sheets on the railing posts 
break the monotony in the 
long bridge. The spirit of the 
bridge breaths the old wood-
working tradition without 
itseif being old. 
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Picture 187. The bench at the end of the bridge invites one to rest. 
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Picture 189. The upper waiting porch torms a handsome entry to the underpass. 

Picture 190. The small winter garden in the pedestrian underpass 
receives natural Iight. 



Picture 192. Ali surraces are graciuusly rormea 
into a whole. 
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Järvenpää station tunnel, Finland 

The pedestrian tunnel under the raHway in the 
centre of Järvenpää is one of the main 
pedestrian accesses. It has been ambitiously 
designed to fuifiil this task in the townscape. 
Equipment serving those waiting for trains on 
the railway line level has been implemented as 
a pari of the overali whole and in this way it has 
been possible to create a landmark from the 
entrance of the tunnel which can be seen from 
afar. 

Picture 191. The Iight in the tunne! is 
sympathetic. 

The underpass tunnel creates the effect of a 
public building entry with the extensive facade 
surface. This effect is emphasized by the 
covered waiting area located on top of the 
tunnel which forms a roof for the entry opening 
naturally. AlI surtaces are faced and finished 
to the quality level of high quality buildings. 
The overall whole forms a finished, express-
ive and balanced entry gateway. Despite the 
public facade effect the varlous structural 
components such as railings and roofs can be 
clearly seen. The architecture of public 
buildings has been applied to the bridge 
structure whilst respecting its individuality. 
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Picture 193. The bridge is slender and Iight. Colour emphasizes the uniqueness of the bridge. 
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Rural footbridge, Denmark 

The pedestrian overbridge has been 
implemented daringly and differently. The 
starting point is a Iight steel structured bridge 
which seems almost to be temporary, easily 
moved. A small playful Iandmark has been 
created in the rural Iandscape which deviates 
completely from the environment. The small 
scale and siender appearance however 
removes the danger of a significant disruption 
of the Iandscape. This bridge can create in the 
passer-by either amused or irritated frame of 
mmd but it definitely refreshes the tired driver. 

The bridge style is born directly from the 
structural solutions. No special shaping of the 
structural components has been carried out. 
The reasonabie harmony between the shape 
and proportions is formed by the considered 
relationships between the materiais of the 
construction components. 

The bridge itself is piamn and angular and only 
colour creates the finished appearance. With 
its colour which deviates completely from the 

• 	 ••. 	 '.1. 	•. 	 1" • 	...lfl. 	 .1 	 -. 	 1*J1 
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Picture 194. The siender geometric siihouette of 
the bridge forms a gate which refreshes the 
mmd. 

environment ii creates a powerful visual effect 
through contrast. Due to its special nature such 
a bridge is suitable only for a carefully selected 
Iocation. It represents the spirit of the time and 
can begin to irritate more than amuse when it 
can be easily removed. 
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Picture 195. The functionality of the structure can be seen in ali components. Angular form has been 
accepted as the premise for the structural art. 
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Picture 196. The town wall and gate image of the bridge is emphasized. The change is total and 
lasting. The modern landmark instantly becomes the symbol of this town. 
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Picture 197. Passers-by might experience a grand, even mysterlous feeling. The massiveness of the 
structures and, on the other hand, the light dominating colour and varying figures of light and shade 
create athmosphere. 
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Flyover supported by a traffic 
roundabout substructure, Lyon, 
France 

Lyon is an individual, rather large city in 
southeast France. The bridge which has been 
fitted into the restricted space of the city centre 
is an individual, strongly featured public 
building type. In the cityscape it acts as a wall, 
gate and viewing place. The style of the bridge 
is bravety modern displaying the material 
handling of its time. 

The bridge is a massive structure shaped into a 
city wall, enclosing space with its curved form 
and vertical abutments. The wall etfect has 
been emphasized with the towers associated 
with the gate entries. The towers are 
representative feature of the bridge and they 
give hinted impression of old towers. The 
dominating pale pink colour emphasizes the 
bridge as a modern structure. 

Picture 198. The joint 0! beam and pier create 
an effect of dynamic movement. The image 
of the structural parts is piain and functional. 

The architectural basis is the large scale 
structural components which can be expe-
rienced as simple units and level surfaces both 
on the bridge and when going under it. For the 
motorist passing under, the bridge is almost a 
solemn experience. When seen from afar the 
bridge forms a space limiting, significant 
structure ot the new time, which can be 
experienced as a landmark of its own time 
symbolizing the continuous change of the city. 

Picture 199. The forms of the varlous parts 
of the bridge are clear and simple. Materiais 
and colours are treated according to the spirit 
of time, but the breath of traditional art of 
town construction is feit in them. 
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Ring road II, Sepänsolmu bridges, 
proposal, Espoo 

The bridge serie at Sepänsolmu is an 
extensive entity. The motorist experiences the 
feeling at high speed in a repetitive manner. 
There is no time to inspect individual details. 
The starting point for the design has been to 
emphasize individuality of the Iocation on an 
extremely large scale. 

The most important elements are the repeated 
horizontal, shadow high-Iighted bridge decks 
and the bulky columns supporting them. The 
spacious scale and the relationship between 

Picture 200. The bridge site is a large entity for which the basic shape of the bridges and the total 
space formed by them are important. For the fast moving observer, the compatibility of the bridges 
and recurring themes induce the best impression. 
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the structures and open spaces create an open 
effect. The columns are longer in the direction 
of travel to create a massive effect when 
passed at speed. The sculptured shape of 
columns is played-down. 

An essential part ot the bridge structures are 
the abutments where softer, more sculptured 
shape is repeated. 

Picture 201. A serle of bridges rapidly flitting past are observed, creating an ever changing visual 
experience. When in motion yourself, things look different. Great scale and simple form for structural 
components and the Iandscape are recommended. 
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Picture 202. The objective in shaping the front siope of the abutment has been to induce a special 
experience to the motorist speeding past. 
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Picture 203. Sketch showing the basic Ioad-carrying and edge structures of a bridge. 
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Bridges for Helsinki Airport Road, 
pian, Finland 

A flight to Finland is followed by a short drive 
along the Airport Road into Helsinki. The 
bridges and the environment along this road 
form a gate to Finland, 'Bridge to Finland". The 
traveller's first impression should be induced 
by high-class Finnish design as he sees the 
environment and bridges float past his window. 

The premise for the design of the bridge 
environment is to create an ageless and 
durable image. When driving past the bridge, 
the strong shapes of the siope creating 
shadows and the stone revetments empha-
sizing the transverse impression, convey a 

feeling of a discontinued well balanced space. 
Driving over the bridge, the parapet forms a 
pleasant edge element, beyond which the 
landscape may be viewed. The edge will be 
clad with deep coloured thin concrete sheets. 
The strong blue colour creates a finished 
appearance. 

The Airport Road junction consists of many 
bridges. They form a "bridge family" for which 
the vigorous bridges create the athmosphere, 
and the pedestrian underpasses supplement 
and enrich the traveller's experience. 
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Picture 204. The deceptive perspective and the shaping of the walis make the route twist and turn. 
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Helsinki Airport Road Pedestrian 
Underpass, pian, Finland 

A long and dark pedestrian underpass which 
easily might cause distress also adjoins the 
'bridge family'. Visual deception has been 
applied to the space of the pedestrian 
underpass. This makes it appear shorter than it 
is in reality. The corridor opens up and narrows 
periodically. The spacious parts are designed 
as squaretype facilities. Colourtul wall shapes 
create athmosphere. 

When approaching the pedestrian underpass, 
the front wall is seen as an entrance facade. In 
this case the design has started by the design 
of the splashboard. 

157 

Picture 205. The framing facade of the pedestrian underpass acts as a splashboard for the carriageway. 
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Tours for photographing bridges 

The German Road Admninistration kindly supported a tour 
in Autumn 1991 during which bridges in Germany were 
photographed. Bridges in Denmark, The Netherlands and 
France were also pohotographed. 
Camera group: Kari Korvenranta, Kai Lainkari and Man 
Siikonen 

The M+M Design 0ff ice from Tokyo kindly supported a tour 
in Spring 1991, during which Japanese bridges were 
photographed in Tokyo, Osaka and Yokohama. Group: 
Liisa Ilveskorpi, Sirpa Laitinen and Marja Oittinen 

Additionally, bridges have been photographed in Finland 
before the assignment by personnel from LT-Konsultit Oy 
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Bridge Design Consultants: 

Finnmap Consulting Oy 

Finnish Consulting Engineers Ltd (SITO) 

AV-konsultit Oy 

Soil and Water Ltd 

Santiago Calatrava ValIs SA 

Studio Nurmesniemi Ky/SITO 

Helsingin Studioarkkitehdit Oy 

Viatek Tapiola Ltd 

Ympäristötoimisto Oy - Miljöbyrän Ab/SITO 

Organizations: 

Finnish Road Administration/Bridge Engineering 

Finnish Road Admninistration/Road Districts 

Finnish State Railways 
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